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•

A unique reference work covering the whole of English private law in
one single portable volume

•

Concise, yet lucid and authoritative coverage, which makes it the
ideal starting point for reference and research

•

Written and edited by acknowledged experts on English law,
offering proven reliability

•

The ideal quick reference for practitioners to fall back on when a
client raises a point outside their normal area of expertise, as well as
for students and academics, and practitioners overseas who want a
one stop resource on English law

•

Thoroughly revised with a number of new leading authors to ensure
unrivalled coverage

“I find it to be a unique achievement among scholarly law books,
and am continually surprised at the depth of analysis offered by a
book that appears to offer a bird’s eye view of English Private Law....
It is written by undoubted experts...it is lucid, succinct, and yet it is
immensely broad in its scope...”
Professor Sir John H Baker University of Cambridge
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